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Thanks for coming back to this. Can you offer any medical reason for children not appearing to be infected 
(at least as much), and what's with the blood clots?

^41487 It depends which speculation you want to go with. There are various attempts to science it and say 
that childrens immune systems are not well developed so the virus which attacks the immune system can't 
get a grip on it. This seems crazy to me and I havent bothered to question it with anyone. If I was cynical I'd 
say that adults are more likely to be scared by it and would play up symptoms if they tested positive, while 
kids wouldn't know to play up to it if you get what i'm saying. Anyone wanting to exaggerate the spread 
would be undermined. I don't want to dwell on that because its not good for confidence in the profession 
etc. as we've said before. Blood clots appear in less tha a third of patients, and although its unproven may 
be related to existing conditions or even a family predisposition to strokes etc. If it is the virus causing it, 
then as I understand it at the moment its an unknown trigger.

^41488 What's your opinion about American doctors, undertakers, mortuaries and emergency workers all 
coming out and saying that the truth is different from what the media is reporting, and in Britain, and I think 
much of Europe, everyone's just going along with it?

^41489 There is a lot of dissent. You better believe it. But the culture is different and so is the structure. It's 
not that staff are afraid, they've just got nowhere to go with it. All the drivers and ancillaries can see for 
themselves whats going on, but no one can see where the benefit is in calling it. They can all see the down 
sides. At the same time, the NHS particularlu has thousands of workers who think all this is a normal day's 
work.

^41491 I don't think they want to. It's the vocational divide again. With low salaries and poor conditions a lot 
of workers are discouraged from real commitment and can drop in or out of the profession at different 
stations. At the moment you've got Johnson encouraging the country to call the NHS heroes, and there not 
going to argue with that. The most dedicated if thats the word are often the EOs. They've come here to 
make money, and for as long as theyre sending it back home they're not going to rock the boat. 

^41492 The media's full of heroes dying on the front lines with quotes about 'we need to try and save 
humanity' etc. What is the truly worst case scenario of coronavirus at the moment? 

^41493 That it is genuinely something we don't understand. There is so much contradictory stuff in the 
media that people back off from absolute predictions including me. Anyone with training in the right area 
knows that whatever is causing sudden death in the vulnerable is not natural and probably was released in 
China. The worst thing would be if it was deliberate and its long term effects were already known. In my 
view it doesn't have the legs to come back in waves and will run its course like all the others. If it does come 
back we'd have to ask the questions why. ^41493 
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